LeapForWord (LFW)

Founded in 2009, LeapForWord has developed a structured solution called The English Literacy Programme that makes students competent in reading, writing and comprehending English correctly. They use a unique translation algorithm developed using English and any regional language originating from Sanskrit. English assumes a rule-based structure, like in Mathematics, by being broken down into a series of concepts. The teachers teach these sections in the mother tongue, which is grasped better by the children.

- Reached over 40,000 teachers & 1,25,000 students from regional language rural schools
- Average reading score of Grade IV students when tested on a standardised English test (ASER) was 86%, two times the national average of 42%
- Average vocabulary score for Grade V students was 100% compared to national average of 60%
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Since 2016, EdelGive has been supporting ‘The English Literacy Programme’, which has now scaled to all the 36 districts in Maharashtra. Their English techniques are now available via QR codes in all SCERT English textbooks (Maharashtra).

- Targeting a reach of 6,00,000 students and 2,00,000 teachers over the next 2 academic years
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